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ABSTRACT
Time delay lensing is a mature and competitive cosmological probe. However, it is lim-
ited in accuracy by the well-known problem of the mass-sheet degeneracy: too rigid
assumptions on the density profile of the lens can potentially bias the inference on
cosmological parameters. I investigate the degeneracy between the choice of the lens
density profile and the inference on the Hubble constant, focusing on double image
systems. By expanding lensing observables in terms of the local derivatives of the lens
potential around the Einstein radius, and assuming circular symmetry, I show that
three degrees of freedom in the radial direction are necessary to achieve a few percent
accuracy in the time-delay distance. Additionally, while the time delay is strongly
dependent on the second derivative of the potential, observables typically used to
constrain lens models in time-delay studies, such as image position and radial magni-
fication information, are mostly sensitive to the first and third derivatives, making it
very challenging to accurately determine time-delay distances with lensing data alone.
Tests on mock observations show that the assumption of a power-law density profile
results in a 5% average bias on H0, with a 6% scatter. Using a more flexible model
and adding unbiased velocity dispersion constraints allows to obtain an inference with
1% accuracy. A power-law model can still provide 3% accuracy if velocity dispersion
measurements are used to constrain its slope. Although this study is based on the as-
sumption of axisymmetry, its main findings can be generalised to cases with moderate
ellipticity.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Time delay cosmography, the measurement of a difference in
the travel time between light rays corresponding to multi-
ple images of a strongly lensed variable source, is a powerful
cosmological probe. Thanks to the simplicity of its underly-
ing physics, purely gravitational, it can provide estimates of
cosmological parameters, such as the expansion rate of the
Universe, with relatively few observations (see Treu & Mar-
shall 2016, for a review). Recent years have seen a remark-
able improvement in the quality of the data and the analysis
techniques used in time delay lensing, thanks to the efforts of
the H0LiCOW collaboration (Suyu et al. 2017). The current
precision in the determination of H0 from time delay lensing
is 3.8%, assuming a flat Universe (Bonvin et al. 2017). This
result was obtained by using only three quadruply imaged
quasars, leaving enormous potential for improvement with
the discovery and analysis of new lenses.

? E-mail:alessandro.sonnenfeld@ipmu.jp

As precision improves, the requirements on accuracy
become increasingly more stringent. One of the caveats of
time delay cosmography is that, in order to make an accurate
inference on the cosmological parameters, the lens potential
in the proximity of the quasar images, and the position of the
quasar in the source plane, need to be accurately estimated.
This is typically done by fitting simple parametrized models
to the image positions of the strongly lensed quasar and the
surface brightness distribution of its host galaxy. However,
the determination of the properties of the lens is complicated
by the mass-sheet degeneracy: given a lens model, we can
obtain a continuous family of models that have the same
image positions and flux ratios as the original one, but with
different time delays (Falco et al. 1985).

Typically, power-law density profiles are used in the
modelling of time delay lenses. However, since the mass-
sheet transformation of a power-law lens is no longer a
power-law, such a choice can artificially restrict the range
of viable models to be used in the analysis, leading to an
underestimate of the uncertainty. Schneider & Sluse (2013)
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2 Sonnenfeld

showed that the assumption of a power-law density profile
can in principle introduce a large bias in the inferred value
of the Hubble constant, in cases when the true density pro-
file is not a pure power-law. The amount of the bias on the
determination of H0 due to the power-law assumption was
further quantified by Xu et al. (2016), using simulated lenses
extracted from a cosmological hydrodynamical simulation.
Here I investigate further this issue, from a different point
of view.

The aim of this work is to determine what is the mini-
mum number of degrees of freedom in the lens density profile
in order to reproduce lensing observables and time delays
within a given accuracy goal. I limit this study to double
image systems. Furthermore, I assume circular symmetry
throughout this work. Most of the results derived here, how-
ever, can be generalised to cases with moderate departures
from axisymmetry.

The structure of this paper is the following. In Section 2,
I derive a Taylor expansion of the lens potential and of the
main lensing observables around the Einstein radius of a
circular lens with a generic density profile. In Section 3 I
focus on power-law lens models, and use the analytical re-
sults derived in Section 2 to point out possible issues with
this family of density profiles. In Section 4 I generate simple
mock time delay lensing observations, fit power-law models
to them, and quantify the bias in the determination of H0.
In Section 5 I attempt to gain in accuracy by increasing the
number of degrees of freedom of the model, and by adding
velocity dispersion constraints. I discuss the results in Sec-
tion 6 and conclude in Section 7. For the generation of mock
observations, I assume a flat Lambda CDM cosmology with
ΩM = 0.3 and H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1.

2 LENSING OBSERVABLES AND LENS
POTENTIAL DERIVATIVES

The aim of this Section is to build intuition over what as-
pects of the lens potential are different lensing observables
most sensitive to, in a similar spirit to the work by Kochanek
(2002). I will consider a circularly symmetric lens, and ex-
press various lensing observables in terms of the local deriva-
tives of the potential at the Einstein radius. The mapping
between the lens plane and a source located just outside of
the tangential caustic of an axisymmetric lens with a per-
turber, has been derived by Wagner (2017a) to leading or-
der in the Taylor series of the lens potential. Here I adopt a
similar formalism to obtain image positions, time delays and
radial magnification ratios of doubly imaged sources in the
purely axisymmetric case, up to the second nontrivial order
in the Taylor expansion of the potential (see also Wagner &
Bartelmann 2016; Wagner 2017b, for a similar study in the
case of merging triplets and pairs of images).

Let β and θ be angular coordinates in the source and
image plane respectively, with origin at the optical axis and
same orientation. Let ψ(θ) denote the lens potential and θE

be the Einstein radius. Let us consider a multiply-imaged
source at position βs > 0. The corresponding image posi-
tions are determined by the lens equation:

βs = θ − α(θ). (1)

For non-singular lenses, three images will form: one at θA >

θE, and the other two at −θE < θB < θC < 0. The image
at θC is, usually, highly de-magnified, and will be ignored
from now on. For small values of βs, images A and B will
be close to the critical curve. It is then possible to do a
Taylor expansion of the lens equation around θ = θE. The
lens potential at a position θA = θE+∆θA is, to fourth order
in ∆θA,

ψ(θA) = ψ(θE)+ψ′∆θA+
1

2
ψ′′∆θ2

A+
1

6
ψ′′′∆θ3

A+
1

24
ψ′′′′∆θ4

A,

(2)
where ψ′, ψ′′, etc. are derivatives of the potential evaluated
at the Einstein radius:

ψ′ ≡ dψ

dθ

∣∣∣∣
θ=θE

,

...
... (3)

ψ′′′′ ≡ d4ψ

dθ4

∣∣∣∣
θ=θE

.

The first derivative of the lens potential is the deflection
angle α(θ), which, evaluated at the Einstein radius, is equal
to the Einstein radius itself:

ψ′ = θE. (4)

Similarly to Equation 2, the potential at a position θB =
−θE + ∆θB is, to fourth order in ∆θB ,

ψ(θB) = ψ(θE)−ψ′∆θB+
1

2
ψ′′∆θ2

B−
1

6
ψ′′′∆θ3

B+
1

24
ψ′′′′∆θ4

B ,

(5)
where I have used the symmetry of the lens potential around
θ = 0 (i.e. the circular symmetry of the lens). I will now
proceed to obtain an expression relating the two image dis-
placements, ∆θA and ∆θB . I will only consider terms up to
second order in ∆θA, since, as will be shown, this is suffi-
cient to obtain a description of the time delay with a few
percent systematic error. With this choice, the lens equation
for image A reads

βs = θA − ψ′ − ψ′′∆θA −
1

2
ψ′′′∆θ2

A. (6)

Using θA = θE + ∆θA and Equation 4, this simplifies to

βs = ∆θA − ψ′′∆θA −
1

2
ψ′′′∆θ2

A. (7)

For image B, the same procedure leads to

βs = ∆θB − ψ′′∆θB +
1

2
ψ′′′∆θ2

B . (8)

By equating the right hand sides of Equation 7 and Equa-
tion 8, we can obtain the following second order equation in
∆θA and ∆θB :

1

2
ψ′′′∆θ2

B+(1−ψ′′)∆θB = −1

2
ψ′′′∆θ2

A+(1−ψ′′)∆θA. (9)

Dividing both sides by (1 − ψ′′) and solving for ∆θB , one
obtains

∆θB =
1− ψ′′

ψ′′′
×−1±

√
1 + 2

ψ′′′

1− ψ′′∆θA −
(

ψ′′′

1− ψ′′

)2

∆θ2
A

 .
(10)
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On the Choice of Lens Density Profile in Time Delay Cosmography 3

Of the two solutions, only the one corresponding to the plus
sign is physically meaningful: the other solution does not go
to zero in the limit ∆θA → 0. Taylor expansion of the above
equation to second order in ∆θA gives

∆θB = ∆θA −
ψ′′′

1− ψ′′∆θ
2
A +O(max {∆θ3

A,∆θ
3
B}). (11)

A full derivation of the equation above is provided in Ap-
pendix A. By bringing (1− ψ′′) to the denominator, I have
assumed that ψ′′ 6= 1. This is typically the case for observed
galaxy-scale lenses, for which the total density profile is ob-
served to be close to isothermal, corresponding to ψ′′ ≈ 0
(see also Figure 4).

Equation 11 relates the position of image B to that of
image A and the derivatives of the potential. The depen-
dence on the Einstein radius is implicit in the definition of
∆θA and ∆θB . Let us now examine how different observables
depend on the lens potential derivatives. Let us start with
the image separation. To second order in ∆θA, this reads

θA − θB = 2ψ′ +
ψ′′′

1− ψ′′∆θ
2
A, (12)

that is, the image separation is approximately equal to twice
the Einstein radius.

Let us now consider the magnification. Absolute magni-
fication is only observable if the lensed source is a standard
candle, or a standard ruler. The ratio of magnifications of
different images of the same source is more easily accessi-
ble. Still, in the case of lensed quasars, magnification ra-
tios are difficult to interpret in the context of smooth mass
models, due to microlensing or the presence of substruc-
ture. Nevertheless, some constraints on magnification can
be obtained by careful modelling of the images of a lensed
extended source. In detailed time delay lens studies, for in-
stance, the slope of the density profile of the lens is usually
constrained by fitting a parametrized model to the full sur-
face brightness distribution of the quasar host galaxy (see
e.g. Suyu 2012). This constraint from extended source mod-
elling is essentially a measurement of radial magnification
ratio. When an extended source is lensed into two arcs at
two different distances from the lens, the ratio between the
arc widths, which is directly observable, is given by the ratio
of radial magnifications at the two positions.

Radial magnification, for a circular lens, is defined as

µr =

(
dβ

dθ

)−1

=

(
1− dα

dθ

)−1

. (13)

The Taylor expansion around image A of the derivative of
the deflection angle is,

dα(θA)

dθ
= ψ′′ + ψ′′′∆θA + ψ′′′′∆θ2

A +O(∆θ3
A). (14)

For image B,

dα(θB)

dθ
= ψ′′ − ψ′′′∆θB + ψ′′′′∆θ2

B +O(∆θ3
B). (15)

Radial magnification introduces the fourth order derivative
of the potential. This, however, cancels out when taking the
ratio between the magnifications at image A and B. The
result is the following:

µr,A
µr,B

= 1 +
2ψ′′′

1− ψ′′∆θA+

(
ψ′′′

1− ψ′′

)2

∆θ2
A+O(∆θ3). (16)

The full derivation is shown in Appendix B.
Finally, let us consider the time delay between image B

and A. This is given by

∆t =
D∆t

c

[
(θB − βs)2

2
− ψ(θB)− (θA − βs)2

2
+ ψ(θA)

]
,

(17)
where c is the speed of light, and D∆t is the so-called time-
delay distance. This, in turn, is defined as

D∆t ≡ (1 + zd)
DdDs
Dds

, (18)

where zd is the redshift of the lens, Dd, Ds are the angular
diameter distances of the lens and source relative to the
observer, and Dds the angular diameter distance between
lens and source.

Substituting Equations 2, 5, 7, 8 and 11 into Equa-
tion 17, and keeping terms up to second order in ∆θA, gives

∆t = 2
D∆t

c
ψ′(1− ψ′′)∆θA

[
1 +

ψ′′′

2(1− ψ′′)∆θA

]
. (19)

To leading order in image displacement, the time delay de-
pends linearly on both the first and second derivatives of the
lens potential. The third order derivative only enters Equa-
tion 19 at the second order in ∆θA. A step-by-step derivation
is provided in Appendix C.

Let us now use Equation 19 to make quantitative state-
ments on how uncertainties on the different derivatives of
the potential translate into uncertainties in the time-delay.
Let us consider, for example, a fiducial image configuration
such as ∆θA = 0.2θE. Assuming, for simplicity, that the Ein-
stein radius is known exactly (this is a good approximation,
since θE is typically determined with better than 1% preci-
sion in time-delay lens studies Suyu et al. 2014; Wong et al.
2017), an error on the second derivative propagates linearly
into an error on the time-delay. Assuming the second deriva-
tive is also known exactly, and assuming that the product
ψ′ψ′′′ is of order unity, errors on ψ′′′ can introduce errors
on the time delay on the order of 20%. This value should be
compared with the few percent precision attainable today
in time delay cosmography studies (Suyu et al. 2017).

Equation 19 itself is accurate to 4% for the fiducial im-
age configuration, assuming the coefficient of the ∆θ3

A term
in the Taylor series to be on the order of D∆t/(cθ

3
E). We can

then conclude that, in order to make a time delay cosmol-
ogy measurement with an accuracy of a few percent, a lens
model density profile with at least three degrees of freedom
is required.

2.1 Impact of the mass-sheet degeneracy

As can be seen from Equation 12 and Equation 16, the ob-
servables typically used to constrain lens models, image sep-
aration and radial magnification ratio, appear to depend on
a fixed combination of the second and third derivative of
the potential, ψ′′′/(1 − ψ′′). This suggests that, for a given
lens potential ψ(θ), a different potential that keeps the ratio
ψ′′′/(1 − ψ′′) invariant will produce the same observables.
This invariance property is the mass-sheet degeneracy. Since
the lens potential is the Laplacian of the surface mass den-
sity,

∆ψ = 2κ, (20)

MNRAS 000, 000–000 (0000)



4 Sonnenfeld

a transformation of the kind κ→ λκ+ (1− λ) corresponds
to the following transformation in the potential:

φ(θ) = λψ(θ) +
(1− λ)

2
θ2. (21)

The new potential φ satisfies the following equality

φ′′′

1− φ′′ =
ψ′′′

1− ψ′′ , (22)

which means that it will predict the same radial magnifica-
tions and image positions as the old potential, for a corre-
sponding change in source position. Such a change in source
position will modify the predicted time delay.

Equation 22 is also satisfied by the more general source-
position transformation (SPT Schneider & Sluse 2014), since
the SPT is equivalent to the mass-sheet transformation when
derivatives of the potential up to third order are considered
(see subsection 3.2 of Schneider & Sluse 2014).

2.2 The moderate ellipticity case

The equations derived so far are strictly true only under the
assumption of circular symmetry. Axisymmetric lenses are
qualitatively different from more realistic models. For in-
stance, their critical curves, isopotential and isodensity con-
tours have all the same shape. One consequence of the de-
parture from axisymmetry is that, for doubles, as the source
crosses the tangential caustic, only one of the two images
touches the critical curve. In other words, as ∆θA, inter-
preted as distance from the tangential critical curve in an
appropriate coordinate frame, goes to zero, ∆θB approaches
a finite value, or vice versa, depending on the orientation of
the source position with respect to the major axis of the
lens. Nevertheless, the main results, i.e. the dependence of
different observables on different radial derivatives of the
lens potential, are still qualitatively correct for lenses with
moderate ellipticity.

The time delay is still proportional, to leading order
in image displacement from the critical curve, to the differ-
ence in deflection angles at the location of the two images.
This introduces a dependence on the second derivative of
the potential. The radial magnification is, to first order in
image position, given by the value of the radial eigenvalue
of the lens Jacobian matrix on the critical curve, plus the
scalar product between the image displacement vector and
the gradient of the radial eigenvalue. This gradient intro-
duces a dependence on the third derivative of the potential,
which does not cancel out when taking the ratio between
µr,A and µr,B .

Let us verify this conjecture explicitly for a simple case,
to lowest order in image displacement from the tangential
critical curve. Let us consider a lens with an elliptically sym-
metric potential:

Φ(θ1, θ2) = φ(ρ), (23)

with

ρ2 ≡ qθ2
1 +

1

q
θ2

2, (24)

where q is the axis ratio of the isopotential curves. Let us
consider, for simplicity, a source aligned with the major axis
of the lens:

β = (βs, 0), (25)

with βs > 0. Let β be outside of the tangential caustic,
and let θA and θB be the coordinates of the two images
in the θ1 axis, with θA > 0 and θB < 0. Finally, let ∆θA
and ∆θB be the difference between the θ1 coordinates of
the two images and the points (θc, 0) and (−θc, 0) where the
tangential critical curve intercepts the θ1 axis:

∆θA = θA − θc, (26)

∆θB = θB + θc. (27)

For an elliptical potential, θc is the solution to the following
equation

∂φ

∂ρ

∣∣∣∣
ρ=q1/2θc

= q3/2θc, (28)

derived in Appendix D. Let us now expand the lens potential
in a Taylor series for small displacements in the θ1 direction
around (θc, 0) (image A) and (−θc, 0) (image B). For image
A,

Φ(θA, 0) =Φ(θc, 0) +
∂Φ

∂θ1

∣∣∣∣
(θc,0)

∆θA +
1

2

∂2Φ

∂θ2
1

∣∣∣∣
(θc,0)

∆θ2
A+

+
1

6

∂3Φ

∂θ3
1

∣∣∣∣
(θc,0)

∆θ3
A +O(∆θ4

A). (29)

For image B,

Φ(θB , 0) =Φ(θc, 0)− ∂Φ

∂θ1

∣∣∣∣
(θc,0)

∆θB +
1

2

∂2Φ

∂θ2
1

∣∣∣∣
(θc,0)

∆θ2
B+

− 1

6

∂3Φ

∂θ3
1

∣∣∣∣
(θc,0)

∆θ3
B +O(∆θ4

B), (30)

where I have used the symmetry of Φ(θ1, 0) around the ori-
gin. The three partial derivatives, evaluated at (θc, 0), are

∂Φ

∂θ1

∣∣∣∣
(θc,0)

=q1/2 ∂φ

∂ρ

∣∣∣∣
ρ=q1/2θc

≡ q1/2φ′

∂2Φ

∂θ2
1

∣∣∣∣
(θc,0)

=q
∂2φ

∂ρ2

∣∣∣∣
ρ=q1/2θc

≡ qφ′′ (31)

∂3Φ

∂θ3
1

∣∣∣∣
(θc,0)

=q3/2 ∂3φ

∂ρ3

∣∣∣∣
ρ=q1/2θc

≡ q3/2φ′′′.

The lens equation in the general case is

β = θ −α(θ) = θ −∇Φ. (32)

Equating the right hand sides of the θ1 component of Equa-
tion 32 for image A and B, and keeping only terms up to
first order in ∆θA and ∆θB gives

(1− qφ′′)∆θB = 2θC − 2q1/2φ′ + ∆θA(1− qφ′′). (33)

As anticipated, ∆θB no longer goes to zero as ∆θA goes to
zero, but converges to the quantity

2εq ≡ 2
θc − q1/2φ′

1− qφ′′ , (34)

which vanishes in the limit q → 1. Assuming that εq is an
infinitesimal smaller than ∆θ2

A, a similar calculation to the
one that led to Equation 19, but limited to the first order
in ∆θA, gives the following expression for the time delay
between the two images:

∆t = 2
D∆t

c
q1/2φ′(1− qφ′′)(∆θA + εq) +O(∆θ2

A). (35)

MNRAS 000, 000–000 (0000)



On the Choice of Lens Density Profile in Time Delay Cosmography 5

Also in this case, the time delay depends on the second
derivative of the potential (see also Kochanek 2002). Finally,
the radial magnification ratio is given by

µr,A
µr,B

≈ 1 + 2q3/2 φ′′′

1− qφ′′ (∆θA + εq), (36)

which, to lowest order in ∆θA and for small values of εq is
sensitive to the quantity φ′′′/(1 − qφ′′). Equivalent expres-
sions for the case in which the source lies in correspondence
to the minor axis of the lens can be obtained by substitut-
ing q → 1/q. Providing expressions for the general case in
which the source is located at an arbitrary position outside
the tangential caustic is beyond the goal of this work.

The main results derived in this subsection are verified
for an example case, shown in Figure 1. I consider a lens
with elliptical potential, with q = 0.95, and sources located
at different positions along the major and minor axis of the
potential distribution. The radial component of the poten-
tial, φ(ρ), is chosen to be a power-law

φ(ρ) =
1

3− γ ρ
3−γ (arcsec2), (37)

with γ = 2.1, corresponding to a density profile slightly
steeper than isothermal. The tangential critical curve and
the corresponding caustic are shown in the left panel of Fig-
ure 1. In the same panel, source positions are marked with
diamonds, and the corresponding image positions are shown
as circles of the same colour.

The right panel of Figure 1 shows the distance from the
critical curve of image B, the time delay, and the radial mag-
nification ratio of the two images, for each source position,
as a function of ∆θA. In each row, I also plot the analyti-
cal expression for the Taylor expansion of the corresponding
quantity, to first order in ∆θA, derived using Equation 32,
Equation 35 and Equation 36. For this example case, the
true values of the quantities ∆θB , ∆t and µr,A/µr,B are
well reproduced by the corresponding analytical approxi-
mations (solid lines) within their nominal accuracy, ∆θ2

A

(dashed lines).

3 LIMITATIONS OF POWER-LAW MODELS

Let us go back to axisymmetric lenses. In the previous Sec-
tion I have shown how image position, radial magnification
ratio and time delay depend on local derivatives of the lens
potential around the Einstein radius, for small displacements
around a symmetric image configuration. Here I investigate
what happens when a power-law density profile is used to
model all three of these observables simultaneously.

The lens potential of a singular power-law density pro-
file with Einstein radius θE and 3D density slope γ is given
by

ψPL(θ) =
θ2

E

3− γ

(
θ

θE

)3−γ

. (38)

By definition, the first derivative of the potential at θE is
equal to the Einstein radius:

ψ′PL = θE. (39)

The second and third derivatives are given by

ψ′′PL = 2− γ, (40)

and

ψ′′′PL =
(2− γ)(1− γ)

θE
. (41)

A power-law density profile is described fully by only two
parameters: θE and γ. Therefore, only two of its derivatives
are independent. For instance, the third derivative can be
written in terms of the first two:

ψ′′′PL =
ψ′′PL

ψ′PL

(ψ′′PL − 1). (42)

The above second order equation can be inverted as follows:

ψ′′PL =
1±

√
1 + 4ψ′PLψ

′′′
PL

2
, (43)

where the positive solution corresponds to values of the
power-law slope γ < 1.5, and the negative solution to values
γ > 1.5.

In time delay cosmography studies, power-law lens mod-
els are typically used (Suyu et al. 2010, 2013; Wong et al.
2017). A power-law lens model is fitted to a high resolution
image of a lensed quasar and its host galaxy. By reconstruct-
ing the multiple, extended, images of the host, the power-
law index of the model can be constrained. The fitted model
is then used to predict the time delay between the quasar
images, as a function of cosmological parameters, through
Equation 17. Finally, the cosmological parameters are con-
strained by comparing the predicted time delay with the
measured value.

Such a procedure can introduce a bias. As shown in Sec-
tion 2, in order to make an accurate prediction of the time
delay, an equally accurate knowledge of the second derivative
of the potential is required. However, the observables used
to constrain the model, image positions and radial magni-
fication ratio, are only sensitive to a fixed combination of
the second and third derivative, ψ′′′/(1 − ψ′′), as pointed
out in subsection 2.1. Even worse, for ψ′′′ close to zero, such
data gives no information at all on the second derivative.
The time delay prediction obtained with a power-law model
is then mostly the result of a particular assumption on the
relation between the second and third derivative of the po-
tential.

Qualitatively, the possibility of introducing a bias by
the assumption of a power-law density profile was well es-
tablished (Schneider & Sluse 2013). This treatment can be
seen as an alternative formulation of the mass-sheet degener-
acy problem, obtained in terms of the derivatives of the lens
potential and how these enter different lensing observables.
In the next section, I try to quantify the importance of this
effect by simulating time delay cosmography measurements
over a mock population of doubly imaged quasars.

4 TESTS ON MOCK LENSES

I generate 100 mock lenses as follows. I draw halo masses,
defined as the mass within a shell enclosing an average mass
equal to 200 times the critical density of the Universe, from
a Gaussian distribution in the logarithm of the halo mass,
logMh, centred at µh = 13.2 and with dispersion σh = 0.3.
I then draw stellar masses from a Gaussian distribution in

MNRAS 000, 000–000 (0000)
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Figure 1. Lens with elliptical potential, with q = 0.95 and steeper than isothermal radial profile, as specified by Equation 37. Left panel.

Solid lines: tangential critical curve and caustic. Diamonds: source positions. Circles: image positions corresponding to each source
position. Right panel: displacement of image B with respect to the tangential critical curve (bottom row), time delay (middle row), and

radial magnification ratio (top row) for the image pair corresponding to each source, as a function of ∆θA. Red (blue) coloured points
correspond to sources placed along the major (minor) axis of the potential. Analytical estimates of ∆θB , ∆t and µr,A/µr,B , obtained

by Taylor expansion to first order in ∆θA, are plotted as solid lines. Dashed lines delimit the expected error due to the truncation of

the Taylor series to the first order in ∆θA. The red dotted line in the bottom panel marks the value 2εq , defined in Equation 34, i.e. the
value ∆θB converges to in the limit ∆θA → 0 for a source aligned with the major axis of the potential. The blue dotted line indicates

the value of −∆θA corresponding to ∆θB = 0, for a source aligned with the minor axis of the potential, and is obtained by replacing q

with q−1 in Equation 34.

logM∗, with a mean that depends on halo mass as

µ∗ = 11.4 + 0.6(logMh − µh), (44)

and dispersion σ∗ = 0.1. This distribution in halo and stellar
masses roughly matches that of existing samples of lenses,
as well as current constraints on the stellar-to-halo mass
relation (Gavazzi et al. 2007; Auger et al. 2010; Behroozi
et al. 2013).

I assign a redshift to each lens, drawn from a uniform
distribution in the interval 0.2 < zd < 0.4. I draw source
redshifts from a Gaussian distribution with mean 1.5 and
dispersion 0.5, truncated between zs,min = 0.7 and zs,max =
4.0. I draw effective radii from a Gaussian mass-size relation,
with parameters measured by Newman et al. (2012) on SDSS
galaxies, assuming a Salpeter IMF.

I model each lens as the sum of a circular de Vau-
couleurs profile (de Vaucouleurs 1948), for the stars, and a
spherically symmetric Navarro Frenk & White profile (NFW
Navarro et al. 1997), for the dark matter halo. I draw the
concentration parameters of the dark matter halos assum-
ing a Gaussian mass-concentration relation with parameters
from Macciò et al. (2008).

Finally, I assign source positions. I wish to generate
lenses with a realistic image configuration for a time delay
cosmography measurement: in particular, I wish to avoid
extremely asymmetric configurations, in which the counter-
image is very close to the centre and de-magnified. There-
fore, for each lens, I draw the source position from a uniform

distribution in β2 between 0 and β|µ|=1, where β|µ|=1 is the
smallest value of β for which the magnification of image B
satisfies |µ| = 1.

In other words, all images of all the lenses in the mock
are magnified. For some lenses, the value of β|µ|=1 is not
well defined: these are lenses for which the amplitude of the
magnification of image B is always larger than unity, for any
value of β between 0 and the radial caustic. In these cases, I
set the radial caustic as the largest allowed value of β. Fig-
ure 2 plots the distribution in the asymmetry of the image
configuration, defined as (θA + θB)/(θA − θB). This distri-
bution goes well beyond the regime of small displacements
around θE, in which the equations derived in Section 2 are
guaranteed to be accurate. Nevertheless, the analysis car-
ried out so far can still provide a valid description of this
simulation, as will be shown.

Figure 3 plots the distribution in Einstein radius of the
sample, while Figure 4 shows the second and third derivative
of the lens potential at θE, for each lens. The distribution
of lens potential derivatives of the mock galaxies is differ-
ent from that of a strict power-law profile, though roughly
following it. The farther a lens is from the power-law curve
in Figure 4, the larger we expect the bias on the time delay
cosmology inference introduced by a power-law assumption
to be, with the exact value depending on the image config-
uration of the system.
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Figure 2. Distribution in the asymmetry of the image configu-

ration for the lenses in the mock sample.
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Figure 3. Distribution in Einstein radius, in angular units, for

the lenses in the mock sample.

4.1 Power-law model fits

The goal of this analysis is to quantify the accuracy (or
lack thereof) in the determination of cosmological parame-
ters with the assumption of a power-law density profile. For
simplicity, I focus on the Hubble constant, H0, leaving all
other cosmological parameters fixed.

For each lens, I fit a power-law density profile to its im-
age positions and image magnification ratios. This step is
intended to provide similar constraints on the lens density
profile as those obtained by detailed modelling of the surface
brightness profile of the quasar host galaxy in real lenses. I
wish to determine what value of H0 one would obtain in
the limit of perfect measurements. Therefore, I assume that
image positions, radial magnification ratios and time delays
are known exactly. Under this assumption, the three free
parameters of the power-law model, the Einstein radius, the
density slope γ, and the source position, can be determined
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γ

Figure 4. Distribution in ψ′′ and ψ′ψ′′′, respectively the second

derivative of the lens potential at the Einstein radius, and the
product between the first and third derivative, for the lenses in

the mock sample. The solid curve shows the relation between ψ′′

and ψ′ψ′′′ for a power-law density profile. The top x-axis indicates
the value of the power-law slope corresponding to a given value

of the second derivative.
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Figure 5. Inferred values of the density slope γ, obtained by

fitting a power-law density profile to image positions and radial

magnification ratios of each mock lens. The values of γ are plotted
as a function of 2 − ψ′′. For a pure power-law density profile
we have γ = 2 − ψ′′: deviations from the equality line indicate

deviations from a pure power-law profile.

exactly from the two image positions and radial magnifica-
tion ratio.

The values of the inferred density slope are plotted in
Figure 5, as a function of 2−ψ′′, where ψ′′ is the true value
of the second derivative of the lens potential at the Einstein
radius. For a pure power-law profile, γ = 2− ψ′′ (see Equa-
tion 40). Therefore, deviations from the 1-1 line in Figure 5
indicate deviations from a pure power-law.

The scatter around the equality line in Figure 5 indi-
cates, as argued in Section 3, that power-law lenses cannot
provide an accurate estimate of the second derivative of the
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Figure 6. Inferred value of the combination of derivatives of

the lens potential ψ′′′/(1 − ψ′′), obtained by fitting power-law
models to image position and radial magnification ratio data, as

a function of the true value.

potential, when fitted to image position and radial magni-
fication ratio data. Image position and radial magnification
observations provide information on the following combina-
tion of derivatives, instead:

ψ′′′

1− ψ′′ , (45)

as can be seen by examining Equation 12 and Equation 16.
We can expect the quantity ψ′′′/(1 − ψ′′) to be recovered
relatively well even with power-law models. Let us verify
this prediction by plotting the inferred value of ψ′′′/(1−ψ′′)
versus the true values, in Figure 6. As expected, there is a
good match between the true and recovered values. The few
outliers with respect to the equality line are lenses with a
very asymmetric image configuration, for which Equation 16
is no longer accurate.

4.2 Inferences on H0

Let us now turn the attention to the inference on the Hub-
ble constant. For each lens, given the model parameters ob-
tained from the fit to the lensing data, we can calculate the
model time delay as a function of H0, ∆t(H0), using Equa-
tion 17:

∆t(H0, γ, θE, βs) =
H̃0

H0

D∆t(H̃0)

c
×[

(θB − βs)2

2
− ψ(θB)− (θA − βs)2

2
+ ψ(θA)

]
, (46)

where H̃0 is a fiducial value of the Hubble constant,D∆t(H̃0)
the time delay distance calculated for H0 = H̃0, and the
image positions and lens potential are a function of the lens
model parameters γ, θE and βs.

The inferred value of H0 is then given by the following:

H0 = H̃0
∆t(H̃0, γ, θE, βs)

∆t(obs)
, (47)
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Figure 7. Inference on H0 for each lens, obtained by fitting
a power-law model to image position and radial magnification

data, and to time delay measurements with no uncertainty. The

quantity on the x axis is the difference between the value of ψ′′

obtained from the power-law fit to the lensing data and the true

value of ψ′′. The dashed horizontal line marks the true value of H0

used to create the mock (70 km s−1 Mpc−1). The grey horizontal
band shows the region containing 68% of the H0 measurements.

where ∆t(obs) is the observed value of the time delay, which
is assumed to be known exactly.

The resulting inference on H0 obtained from each lens
is plotted in Figure 7. The recovered values of H0 are plotted
as a function of the difference between the value of ψ′′ in-
ferred from the power-law fit to the data and the true value
of ψ′′. The bias on H0 should correlate with this quantity:
since the time delay is, to lowest order in image displacement
from the Einstein radius, sensitive to the second derivative
of the potential, lenses for which the power-law assumption
leads to a wrong inference of ψ′′ will be the ones with the
largest bias. As expected, we can see a clear trend between
ψ′′(fit) −ψ′′ and the inferred value of H0, though with some
scatter. The average value of the inferred Hubble constant is
73.3 km s−1 Mpc−1, with a 4.6 km s−1 Mpc−1 standard devi-
ation: the power-law assumption introduces an average bias
of ∼ 5% on H0, but the bias is significantly larger for an
appreciable fraction of the objects.

The average and scatter of the bias are somewhat arbi-
trary, as they depend on the details of the mock lens popu-
lation used for the test. For instance, Xu et al. (2016) found
a significantly larger scatter in the bias on H0, with a sim-
ilar experiment based on mock lenses extracted from cos-
mological hydrodynamical simulations. A significant frac-
tion of objects in the Xu et al. (2016) sample are lenses
with a power-law density slope much flatter than isothermal
(γ � 2, corresponding to sλ � 1 in their notation). Those
objects corresponds to very large biases on H0. The mock
sample introduced in this Section, instead, has a narrower
distribution in power-law slope γ, as can be seen from the
y-axis in Figure 5: the average value of γ is 1.92, with a
0.15 scatter. This is closer to the typical values of the slope
measured for time delay lenses, compared to the Xu et al.
(2016) sample (see e.g. Suyu et al. 2010, 2013; Agnello et al.
2016; Wong et al. 2017). This test shows that, as argued by
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Xu et al. (2016), even with lens profiles inferred to be close
to isothermal, the bias on H0 can be significant.

5 FLEXIBLE MODELS

Power-law models, fitted to image position and radial mag-
nification ratios, cannot provide a very accurate estimate
of the time-delay of the lenses in the mock sample. This is
because the value of the second derivative of the lens poten-
tial, crucial for the determination of the time delay, is not
directly constrained by the data, but rather imposed by a
fixed relation with the first and third derivative (the curve
in Figure 4), which are the quantities lensing observables
are most sensitive to. In order to gain in accuracy, a more
flexible model family, able to describe a range of values of
ψ′′ given ψ′′′, and thus covering entirely the region of Fig-
ure 4 where mock lenses lie, is needed. In other words, it is
necessary to add at least one degree of freedom in the radial
density profile.

Let us consider a composite model, with a de Vau-
couleurs profile describing the stellar component and a gen-
eralised NFW profile (gNFW) to describe the dark matter
halo (Zhao 1996).

ρgNFW(r) =
ρ0

(r/rs)γDM(1 + r/rs)3−γDM
. (48)

The density profile of a gNFW profile has an inner slope of
γDM and falls off as r−3 at large radii. It reduces to a pure
NFW profile for γDM = 1.

I assume that the effective radius of the de Vaucouleurs
profile is known exactly. This assumption leaves one degree
of freedom for the stellar component: its total mass. The
dark matter component has three free parameters: mass,
inner slope γDM, and scale radius rs. I wish to work with a
family of models with only three degrees of freedom in total.
Therefore, I arbitrarily fix the scale radius of the halo to ten
times the effective radius:

rs = 10Re. (49)

Due to this choice, this model cannot provide a perfect de-
scription of the galaxies in the mock: although mock halos
have an NFW density profile, their scale radius is assigned
through a mass-concentration relation with scatter. There-
fore they do not satisfy Equation 49. Nevertheless, as I will
show, this model can still allow us to make an accurate pre-
diction on the time delay, thanks to its flexibility.

I have increased the number of degrees of freedom in
the radial density profile from two to three. Obviously, this
new model cannot be fully constrained with only two image
positions and one measurement of the radial magnification
ratio. In order to make an inference on the time delay, addi-
tional constraints are needed. I consider the central velocity
dispersion as a new observable. Velocity dispersion informa-
tion is often used in time delay cosmology measurements to
improve the precision and accuracy of the model (Suyu et al.
2014; Wong et al. 2017).

For each mock lens, I use the spherical Jeans equation
to calculate its surface brightness-weighted line-of-sight ve-
locity dispersion, integrated within a circular aperture of ra-
dius Re/2, which we denote σe2. I assume isotropic orbits. I
do not convolve the velocity dispersion by an artificial point

spread function, for the sake of computational time. This ob-
servable is also assumed to be known exactly. Details relative
to the velocity dispersion model are given in Appendix E.

I fit the composite model to image position, radial mag-
nification ratio and velocity dispersion of each mock lens. For
a given set of parameter values, I calculate a model veloc-
ity dispersion in the same way the data was generated, by
using the spherical Jeans equation under the assumption of
isotropic orbits. Essentially, I am assuming that the line-of-
sight structure and orbital anisotropy profile of the lens is
known exactly, which is a very optimistic assumption. With
four constraints (two image positions, one radial magnifica-
tion ratio and one velocity dispersion) and four parameters
(source position, stellar mass, dark matter mass and inner
dark matter slope), an exact solution to the problem can be
found.

I fit all 100 lenses in the mock, then, similarly to Sec-
tion 4, I obtain an inference on H0 for each lens. Individ-
ual H0 measurements and the region enclosing 68% of the
data points are plotted in Figure 8. The average bias on
the Hubble constant is 0.1 km s−1 Mpc−1, and the scatter is
as low as 0.6 km s−1 Mpc−1: H0 is recovered at better than
1% accuracy. At the same time, the values of the second
derivative of the potential are recovered with high accuracy
(data points are clustered around zero on the x-axis of Fig-
ure 8), compared to the power-law case. This is a nontrivial
result, because 1) none of the galaxies in the mock can be
described exactly by the model used to perform the fit, and
2) the velocity dispersion information is, in general, probing
the gravitational potential of the lens galaxy in a different
region with respect to the scale relevant for the estimate
of the time delay (i.e. the half-light radius vs. the Einstein
radius).

The excellent agreement between the value of H0 ob-
tained with the flexible model thanks to the addition of ve-
locity dispersion information raises a question: would it be
possible to make a similarly accurate inference using power-
law profiles, if we replace the radial magnification constraint
with the velocity dispersion? As pointed out earlier, the
radial magnification ratio is mostly sensitive to the third
derivative of the potential. Although this piece of informa-
tion can be used to get a high precision measurement of the
power-law slope γ, it does not help in the prediction of the
time delay, since an accurate knowledge of ψ′′ is required to
constrain the latter.

I then revert to power-law models and fit them to image
position and velocity dispersion data. Since two image posi-
tions and a velocity dispersion are sufficient to constrain a
power-law model, I will ignore radial magnification informa-
tion for this test. In real observations, all available data is
fitted at the same time, and the best fit model is the result of
a combination of lensing and stellar kinematics constraints,
with different relative weights depending on the uncertain-
ties of the different measurements (see e.g. Suyu et al. 2014,
for an example of how velocity dispersion changes the infer-
ence with respect to a lensing-only fit). This test corresponds
to a limiting case in which the uncertainties on the veloc-
ity dispersion and image position measurements are much
smaller than those on the surface brightness distribution of
the quasar host galaxy, while the opposite limit corresponds
to the test of Section 4.

The individual inferences on H0 and the region en-
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Figure 8. Inference on H0 for each lens, obtained by fitting a
composite de Vaucouleurs + gNFW model to image position, ra-

dial magnification ratio, velocity dispersion and time delay mea-

surements. The quantity on the x axis is the difference between
the inferred value of ψ′′ and the true value. The dashed hori-

zontal line marks the true value of H0 used to create the mock

(70 km s−1 Mpc−1). The grey horizontal band shows the mean
inference on H0, with the region enclosing 68% of the measure-

ments. The scale of the plot is the same as that of Figure 7. The

inset in the upper left shows in greater detail the region enclosed
by the central rectangle.

closing 68% of the measurements are plotted in Fig-
ure 9. The average value of the Hubble constant is now
69.2 km s−1 Mpc−1, with a 2.1 km s−1 Mpc−1 standard de-
viation, a significant improvement compared to the values
obtained in Section 3 with purely lensing constraints. A com-
parison between Figure 7 and Figure 9 suggests that stellar
kinematics provides a more accurate estimate of the second
derivative of the lens potential, compared to radial magnifi-
cation information, since the spread of the points along the
x-axis is significantly reduced in this new test. The more
accurate inference on H0 is then a direct consequence of the
improvement in the accuracy of the measurement of ψ′′.

6 DISCUSSION

On the basis of simple analytical arguments, I predicted in
Section 2 that, in order to model time delays with an accu-
racy of a percent, a class of lens models with at least three
degrees of freedom in the radial profile is needed. This con-
clusion cast doubts on the adequacy of power-law models in
time delay cosmography studies. Tests performed on mock
lensing observations showed that using power-law models
can lead to biases as high as ∼ 10% on the inference of the
Hubble constant (see Figure 7). However, fitting the same
power-law models to the quasar image position and veloc-
ity dispersion data, and ignoring magnification information,
gives a much more accurate answer.

The problem does not lie with power-law models them-
selves, but rather with the data used to constrain their pa-
rameters. In detailed lensing studies, the slope of the lens
density profile is typically measured by fitting a power-law
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Figure 9. Inference on H0 for each lens, obtained by fitting a
power-law model to image position, velocity dispersion, and to

time delay measurements. The quantity on the x axis is the dif-

ference between the inferred value of ψ′′ and the true value. The
dashed horizontal line marks the true value of H0 used to create

the mock (70 km s−1 Mpc−1). The grey horizontal band shows the

weighted mean inference on H0, with its 68% uncertainty region.
The scale of the plot is the same as that of Figure 7.

model to the surface brightness distribution of the arcs.
However, as argued in Section 2, this is only a measurement
of radial magnification ratio, which to first nontrivial order
is mostly sensitive to the third derivative of the potential.
The second derivative of the potential, more important for
the determination of the time delay, is then assigned by a
fixed relation, Equation 43, introducing a bias.

A possible alternative, or complementary information,
to radial magnification ratios, is the use of stellar kinematics.
Shajib et al. (2017) recently showed how stellar kinematics
can be used to improve the precision in the determination of
cosmological parameters. In this study I use velocity disper-
sion and relax the assumption of a power-law density profile
to improve the accuracy of the inference.

The tests performed in Section 5 are promising: by fit-
ting a composite model with three degrees of freedom to
lensing and velocity dispersion constraints, H0 can be re-
covered with 1% accuracy. In particular, the results show
that it is not necessary to recover the dark matter distribu-
tion exactly in order to obtain an accurate measurement of
H0: the model for the dark matter halo consists of a gNFW
profile with rs = 10Re, while the true dark matter profile of
the mock is an NFW with a variable rs/Re ratio. However,
this result was obtained under the assumption of a perfect
knowledge of the stellar density profile, with the only un-
known parameter of the stellar component being the mass-
to-light ratio. In real situations, this is difficult to achieve,
due to the presence of radial gradients in the stellar popu-
lation of galaxies.

Additionally, I assumed spherical symmetry and
isotropic orbits. In real applications, projection effects and
orbital anisotropy can introduce large biases if not care-
fully accounted for. For instance, Birrer et al. (2016) found
a 15% change in the inferred value of H0 just by chang-
ing the prior on the anisotropy, in their analysis of the
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lens RXJ1131−1231. Spatially resolved kinematic informa-
tion, such as velocity measurements from integral field spec-
troscopy, is most likely necessary for an accuracy goal of a
few percent. I refer to Shajib et al. (2017) for a more realistic
study of how integral field spectroscopy observations can be
used in combination with lensing to constrain lens models
for time delay cosmology.

All of the tests carried out in this study are based on
a strong assumption: that of circular symmetry. Although
the main analytical results derived in Section 2 also hold in
cases of small departures from axisymmetry, an important
consequence of the circular symmetry assumption is the ab-
sence of quadruply imaged (quad) systems from the mock
sample. Quad lenses provide more constraints compared to
doubles, with two more image positions and two more time
delays. Indeed, Suyu et al. (2014) showed that some model
degeneracies can be broken by simultaneously fitting three
time delays between the four images. Therefore, the results
of the present analysis are not directly applicable to quads.

7 CONCLUSIONS

I revisited the problem of the mass-sheet degeneracy in
time delay lensing studies. By means of a Taylor expansion
around the Einstein radius, I studied how different lensing
observables depend on the local derivatives of the lens po-
tential, in the case of circular lenses. An important finding is
that image position and radial magnification ratio, typically
used to constrain lens mass models, are only sensitive to a
fixed combination of the third and second derivative of the
potential, ψ′′′/(1 − ψ′′). On the other hand, time delay de-
pends on the first and second derivative of the lens potential,
to lowest order in the distance from the critical curve.

Using image positions and radial magnification ratios
as constraints on a lens model results in a precise inference
on the quantity ψ′′′/(1 − ψ′′). However, the assumption of
a power-law density profile imposes a fixed relation between
ψ′′ and ψ′′′, which can introduce a bias on the predicted
time delay.

I tested the accuracy of the inference on H0 with power-
law lens models by fitting mock observations, finding an av-
erage bias of 5%, with 6% scatter. I then showed that by
adding one degree of freedom to the radial density profile,
and by adding velocity dispersion constraints, H0 can be re-
covered with a 1% accuracy. Interestingly, power-law mod-
els can still provide an H0 estimate with an accuracy within
3% if velocity dispersion information is used to constrain
the slope, instead of radial magnification ratios, although
my treatment of the velocity dispersion modelling is based
on very optimistic assumptions.

I conclude that accurate stellar kinematics information
is key in order to make correct inferences with time delay
lensing. Given the current precision of time delay measure-
ments, power-law profiles are still an adequate model for
studies of double lenses, provided that stellar kinematics in-
formation is used to constrain their density slope. In order to
reach an accuracy goal of 1% on H0, I recommend 1) the use
of lens models with at least three degrees of freedom in the
radial density profile, and 2) controlled experiments in lens
modelling, to robustly determine which properties of a lens

can be reliably constrained by fitting the surface brightness
distribution of a lensed extended source.
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APPENDIX A: TAYLOR EXPANSION OF THE IMAGE POSITIONS

Equation 11 has been obtained by a Taylor expansion of Equation 10 up to second order in ∆θA. Here I show its derivation.
Let us focus on the square root term in Equation 10:

s(∆θA) =

√
1 + 2

ψ′′′

1− ψ′′∆θA −
(

ψ′′′

1− ψ′′

)2

∆θ2
A. (A1)

Its Taylor series up to order ∆θ2
A is given by

s(∆θA) = 1 +
∂s

∂∆θA

∣∣∣∣
∆θA=0

∆θA +
1

2

∂2s

∂∆θ2
A

∣∣∣∣
∆θA=0

∆θ2
A. (A2)

The first derivative of Equation A1 is given by

∂s

∂∆θA
=

1

2

[
1 + 2

ψ′′′

1− ψ′′∆θA −
(

ψ′′′

1− ψ′′

)2

∆θ2
A

]−1/2 [
2

ψ′′′

1− ψ′′ − 2

(
ψ′′′

1− ψ′′

)2

∆θA

]
. (A3)

The second derivative is

∂2s

∂∆θ2
A

=− 1

4

[
1 + 2

ψ′′′

1− ψ′′∆θA −
(

ψ′′′

1− ψ′′

)2

∆θ2
A

]−3/2 [
2

ψ′′′

1− ψ′′ − 2

(
ψ′′′

1− ψ′′

)2

∆θA

]2

+

−

[
1 + 2

ψ′′′

1− ψ′′∆θA −
(

ψ′′′

1− ψ′′

)2

∆θ2
A

]−1/2(
ψ′′′

1− ψ′′

)2

. (A4)

Evaluating Equation A3 and Equation A4 at ∆θA = 0 and substituting into Equation A2 gives

s(∆θA) = 1 +
ψ′′′

1− ψ′′∆θA −
(

ψ′′′

1− ψ′′

)2

∆θ2
A. (A5)

Substituting Equation A5 into Equation 10, and keeping only the positive solution produces Equation 11.

APPENDIX B: TAYLOR EXPANSION OF THE RADIAL MAGNIFICATION RATIO

I derive here the 2nd order Taylor expansion of the radial magnification ratio leading to Equation 16. The ratio of radial
magnifications between image A and B is

µr,A
µr,B

=
1− dα(θB)

dθ

1− dα(θA)

dθ

. (B1)

Let us consider the denominator of the above equation: the radial magnification at image A. By combining Equation 13 and
Equation 14, this is, to second order in ∆θA,

µr,A =
(
1− ψ′′ − ψ′′′∆θA − ψ′′′′∆θ2

A

)−1
. (B2)

Its Taylor series up to order ∆θ2
A is defined as

µr,A = µr,A(θE) +
∂µr,A
∂∆θA

∣∣∣∣
∆θA=0

∆θA +
1

2

∂2µr,A
∂∆θ2

A

∣∣∣∣
∆θA=0

∆θ2
A. (B3)

From Equation B2, the first derivative of the radial magnification is

∂µr,A
∂∆θA

= −
(
1− ψ′′ − ψ′′′∆θA − ψ′′′′∆θ2

A

)−2
(−ψ′′′ − 2ψ′′′′∆θA). (B4)

The second derivative is

∂2µr,A
∂∆θ2

A

= 2
(
1− ψ′′ − ψ′′′∆θA − ψ′′′′∆θ2

A

)−3
(−ψ′′′ − 2ψ′′′′∆θA)2 + 2

(
1− ψ′′ − ψ′′′∆θA − ψ′′′′∆θ2

A

)−2
ψ′′′′. (B5)

Evaluating Equation B2, Equation B4 and Equation B5 at ∆θA = 0 and substituting into Equation B3 gives

µr,A =
1

1− ψ′′

[
1 +

ψ′′′

1− ψ′′∆θA +

(
ψ′′′

1− ψ′′

)2

∆θ2
A +

ψ′′′′

1− ψ′′∆θ
2
A

]
. (B6)

Let us now focus on the numerator of Equation B1, the radial magnification of image B. Making use of Equation 15, this is

1

µr,B
= 1− ψ′′ + ψ′′′∆θB + ψ′′′′∆θ2

B . (B7)
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Let us express ∆θB in terms of ∆θA, using Equation 11, keeping terms up to ∆θ2
A:

1

µr,B
= 1− ψ′′ + ψ′′′∆θA −

ψ′′′2

1− ψ′′∆θ
2
A − ψ′′′′∆θ2

A. (B8)

Finally, plugging Equation B6 and Equation B8 into Equation B1 gives

µr,A
µr,B

=

[
1 +

ψ′′′

1− ψ′′∆θA −
(

ψ′′′

1− ψ′′

)2

∆θ2
A −

ψ′′′′

1− ψ′′∆θ
2
A

][
1 +

ψ′′′

1− ψ′′∆θA +

(
ψ′′′

1− ψ′′

)2

∆θ2
A +

ψ′′′′

1− ψ′′∆θ
2
A

]
. (B9)

Expanding the product and keeping only terms up to ∆θ2
A gives Equation 16.

APPENDIX C: TAYLOR EXPANSION OF THE TIME DELAY

I will illustrate the steps leading to the Taylor expansion of the time delay to second order in ∆θA, Equation 19. The time
delay between image A and B is given by Equation 17. Noting that the quantities (θA − βs) and (θB − βs) are equal to the
deflection angles in A and B (see Equation 1), this can be rewritten as

∆t =
D∆t

c

[
α2
B

2
− ψ(θB)− α2

A

2
+ ψ(θA)

]
. (C1)

Given Equation 2, the Taylor series of the deflection angle at image A, up to order ∆θ2
A, is

αA = ψ′ + ψ′′∆θA +
1

2
ψ′′′∆θ2

A. (C2)

Its square is, up to order ∆θ2
A,

α2
A = ψ′2 + 2ψ′ψ′′∆θA + ψ′′2∆θ2

A + ψ′ψ′′′∆θ2
A. (C3)

Similarly, for image B,

αB = −ψ′ + ψ′′∆θB −
1

2
ψ′′′∆θ2

B , (C4)

where I have used Equation 5. Let us express Equation C4 in terms of ∆θA, using Equation 11 and discarding terms higher
than 2nd order:

αB = −ψ′ + ψ′′∆θA −
ψ′′ψ′′′

1− ψ′′∆θ
2
A −

1

2
ψ′′′∆θ2

A. (C5)

Let us take the square and eliminating all terms of order higher than ∆θ2
A:

α2
B = ψ′2 − 2ψ′ψ′′∆θA + ψ′′2∆θ2

A + 2
ψ′ψ′′ψ′′′

1− ψ′′ ∆θ2
A + ψ′ψ′′′∆θ2

A. (C6)

The difference between the squares of the two deflection angles, entering Equation C1, is

α2
B − α2

A = −4ψ′ψ′′∆θA + 2
ψ′ψ′′ψ′′′

1− ψ′′ ∆θ2
A. (C7)

Let us now focus on the potential terms in Equation C1. Let us express the potential at image B in terms of ∆θA, using
Equation 5 and Equation 11, and keeping terms up to ∆θ2

A:

ψ(θB) = ψ(θE)− ψ′∆θA +
ψ′ψ′′′

1− ψ′′∆θ
2
A +

1

2
ψ′′∆θ2

A. (C8)

The difference between the potential at image A and image B is

ψ(θA)− ψ(θB) = 2ψ′∆θA −
ψ′ψ′′′

1− ψ′′∆θ
2
A. (C9)

Substituting Equation C7 and Equation C9 into Equation C1 gives Equation 19.

APPENDIX D: TANGENTIAL CRITICAL CURVE FOR AN ELLIPTICAL POTENTIAL

The Jacobian matrix of the mapping between lens and source plane, given a lens potential Φ, is

A =
∂β

∂θ
=

1− ∂2Φ

∂θ2
1

∂2Φ

∂θ1∂θ2

∂2Φ

∂θ1∂θ2
1− ∂2Φ

∂θ2
2

 . (D1)
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For a potential with elliptical symmetry, as specified by Equation 23, its derivatives are

∂2Φ

∂θ2
1

=

[
q

ρ
− q2θ2

1

ρ3

]
∂φ

∂ρ
+
q2θ2

1

ρ2

∂2φ

∂ρ2
, (D2)

∂2Φ

∂θ2
2

=

[
1

qρ
− θ2

2

q2ρ3

]
∂φ

∂ρ
+

θ2
2

q2ρ2

∂2φ

∂ρ2
, (D3)

∂2Φ

∂θ1∂θ2
=
θ1θ2

ρ2

[
∂2φ

∂ρ2
− 1

ρ

∂φ

∂ρ

]
. (D4)

Critical curves correspond to solutions of the equation

detA = 0. (D5)

I wish to determine where the tangential critical curve crosses the θ1 axis. For θ2 = 0, the cross terms of the Jacobian are zero,
and the eigenvalues correspond to the diagonal terms. The tangential eigenvalue, in particular, is the term A22, for θ2 = 0.
The tangential critical curve then corresponds to [

1

qρ(θ1, 0)

]
∂φ

∂ρ
= 1, (D6)

which is equivalent to Equation 28.

APPENDIX E: VELOCITY DISPERSION

I will describe how the model velocity dispersions used in the tests of Section 5 are computed. Given a galaxy with 3D enclosed
mass profile M(r) and a 3D density of tracers (stars) ρ∗(r), I use the spherical Jeans equation to define its stellar velocity
dispersion:

1

ρ∗

dρ∗σ
2
r

dr
+ 2

σ2
θ

r
= −GM(r)

r2
, (E1)

where σr and σθ are the radial and tangential components of the velocity dispersion tensor (Binney & Tremaine 1987). I then
assume isotropic orbits,

σθ = σr, (E2)

to obtain

ρ∗(r)σ
2
r(r)

G
=

∫ ∞
r

ρ∗(s)M(s)

s2
ds. (E3)

The line-of-sight velocity dispersion at a projected distance R from the galaxy centre is given by

I(R)σ2
los(R) = 2G

∫ ∞
R

√
r2 −R2

r2
ρ∗(r)M(r)dr, (E4)

where I(R) is the surface brightness (Prugniel & Simien 1997). The surface brightness-weighted velocity dispersion within
Re/2 is calculated by integrating Equation E4 over an aperture of radius Re/2, and dividing it by the integrated brightness
within the same aperture.
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